ADDENDUM 4
PROHIBITED ITEMS
The following is a non-inclusive list of the items that are no accepted for shipping, handling and
delivery, and is subject to change without notice:


cash (coins, cash, banknotes and bearer negotiable financial instruments, equivalent to
cash, such as endorsed shares, bonds and money orders); tokens; medals; bank cards;



financial instruments (including, but not limited to, stock certificates, bonds, drafts, bills
of exchange, or promissory notes);



collectible coins or stamps, regardless of their nominal and/or market value;



explosives, regardless of classification or threat level, including, but not limited to, all
types of pyrotechnic products, as well as any items containing incendiary or flammable
materials, including, but not limited to matches, lighters, flammable liquids, fireworks,
and any other items or substances that may ignite or explode during air transportation due
to the change in pressure or other causes;



any biological materials, including, but not limited to, human or animal corpses, organs
or parts of the body, biological fluids, cultures, embryos, cremated or exhumed human or
animal remains;



medicines and medical products or wastes;



weapons, military equipment, ammunition, and any parts or components thereof;



replicas of weapons, military equipment, ammunition, and any parts or components
thereof;



products that are structurally similar to civilian and service weapons, as well as weapons
for paintball and its parts;



bows, crossbows, and their ammunition;



any tactical accessories and components;



military style clothing or equipment, including bulletproof vests, helmets and accessories
for helmets, body-armor (of all levels and types);



tools and equipment for making ammunition, such as ammunition presses;



night vision devices and accessories for night vision;



thermal imaging devices and thermal imaging searchers;



optical sighting equipment and tactical flashlights (manual and weapon mounted),
including binoculars, accessories and fasteners;



knives, swords, axes, daggers, or any other similar type of edged weapons or instruments;



narcotic drugs, psychotropic, radioactive, explosive, corrosive, flammable and other
dangerous substances;



any types of tobacco products and smoking mixtures, incl. electronic cigarettes and liquid
for them;



food or nutrients, as well as any food or nutrient supplements;



handheld transceiver;



paints, bleaches, glue;



lottery tickets or similar items, or gambling devices prohibited by law;



items whose properties may change significantly during the usual delivery time to the
Recipient, including perishable goods;



pornographic or obscene materials;



liquids, the depressurization of the packing of which is possible during air transportation;



animals, fish or insects;



goods prohibited for sale in the country of destination;



devices that encrypt information, unless there is a written authorization from the relevant
authorities of both the jurisdiction of origin and the jurisdiction of destination;



any contents which, during normal storage or any type of transportation, may cause
damage to other Parcels or cause delay in the delivery of other Parcels, or which may
cause bodily injury to people or property damage;



items that may cause damage to any equipment or machinery of air, rail or road carriers;



electronic devices, unless such devices are inactive during shipping, handling and
delivery; and



batteries;



Samsung Galaxy Note 7 handheld, its batteries and chargers;



perfumery;



nail polish;



hoverboards;



any types of tobacco products and smoking mixtures, incl. electronic cigarettes and liquid
for them;



alcoholic beverages, ethanol, beer;



any flammable liquid or powder, aerosols (including cylinders under pressure);



any cylinders under pressure (for shipping empty they should be open);



products containing fuel, gasoline;



lithium-ion batteries (only allowed as a part of device);



dry ice;



airbags for vehicles;



engine and transmission (whether assembled or in parts);



production equipment (for example, pipes, valves, pumps, generators commonly used in
production or development of chemicals, gas and oil, energy, pharmaceutical and
cosmetic industries);



mercury-based thermometers;



matches, pyrotechnics;




goods that are subject to rapid deterioration, such as perishable food;
animals;



flea collars and sprays;



plants in any form and condition, plant seeds, fertilizers;



precious stones and natural diamonds, except for jewelry;



cultural values and works of art requiring certification;



products with minoxidil (usually used in products designed to stimulate hair growth
stimulation);



telecommunication equipment with a high level of encryption (for example, network
switches, LAN or WAN servers, cellular base stations, etc.);



equipment for navigation of jet engines or aircraft (civil and military);



electronics containing encryption modules (for example, wifi, bluetooth, gps, etc.);



tea and coffee beans (ground coffee and coffee capsules can be shipped);



vitamins and dietary supplements - in the event that their composition is not specified or
their composition includes prohibited components;



goods for commercial and not personal use (3D printers, production printers, medical
devices; scalpels, stethoscopes, etc.);



‘pseudo’ products for personal use: professional tools that are characterized as goods for
personal use (printers for printing labels, equipment for photo studios and so on);



kitchen knives (except ceramic knives);



video cards if more than two per Parcel;



clothes and accessories made of rare animals leather (crocodile, snake);



bitcoin processors and other similar systems;



powdered hair dye;



feed, dietary supplements for animals as well as other pet care products (including fish
feed, aquarium care products);



Quadrocopter (except for those meeting the customs requirements);



any goods in large quantities (for example, more than 2 electronic devices of the same
type, more than 4 different electronic devices, more than 4-5 pants of the same size or
different, but consistent sizes - a size range, etc.). In case of suspicion of a commercial
batch, the Company or its agents have a right to require explanation and/or refuse to ship
such Parcel; and



Other goods prohibited for transport and delivery in accordance with any Regulations, the
acts of the Universal Postal Union and the customs legislation of the Customs Union.

